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Dear Readers,   

As a step towards the implementation of the “Roadmap towards Zero Waste at AUB”, the “No More Excuses Campaign!” was launched on AUB          
website and social media presenting shocking messages of how much we generate waste and calling for reducing it.  In parallel, a high profile launch 
of the “Ideas Competition” will take place through a video communication which calls for rethinking waste generation and asking for submission             
of practical and innovative ideas to reduce trash.  In an effort to Green Events at AUB, EHSRM developed a new checklist for events along with              
a scoring system to grade them as bronze, silver or gold “AUB Green Events”.   

In order to assist municipalities in the solid waste management crisis, EHSRM Director, co-authored with Dr. May Massoud, the Guide for Municipal 
Solid Waste Management that was launched at IFI on 28 January 2016.   

EHSRM, in coordination with POLYECO, finalized the packing and storage of 272 drums of chemical wastes weighing 7.3 tons pending their export for 
final disposal in Europe.  EHSRM is coordinating with FPDU regarding improving the storage conditions of chemicals at Durafourd parking through 
launching a bid for providing improved layout, ventilation, cooling and fire protection system for the waste storage containers.   

In its efforts to maintain safety on campus, EHSRM monitored the electromagnetic field (EMF) exposures from Touch antennas on top of Issam Fares 
Hall, Ada Dodge Hall and Biology building.  Recording values exceeding the acceptable limits, EHSRM called for an immediate intervention to reduce 
the power of the antennas to meet standard EMF values.    

Article of the Month         Roadmap Towards Zero Waste at AUB 
 

1. Chemicals in plastic cannot be 
absorbed by the body. 

a) True        b)  False 

2.  1/3 of the food produced in the 
world for human consumption 
every year (approximately 1.3 
billion tonnes) gets wasted. 

a) True            b)  False  

3. Disposable nappies produce 
more solid waste and 
wastewater than washable 
ones. 

a) True            b)  False  
 

Answers are on page 2 

Think Safe 
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Welcome Note   (By Farouk Merhebi – EHSRM Director)       

 

 Governments started to ban the 
sale, charge customers or impose 
taxes on plastic bags. Bangladesh 
was the 1st country imposing a 
ban on bags in 2002. Rawanda, 
China, Taiwan and Macedonia 
also banned plastic bags. In the 
USA more than 178 counties 
have outlawed their use. In 2014, 
California became the first state 
to pass a law imposing a ban. 

 In the ocean, plastics break down 
into small, plankton-sized            
particles. These pieces collect 
toxins like PCBs and DDT at levels 
up to 1,000,000 times the levels 
found in seawater.  

Facts & Figures 

A smaller group from the AUB Taskforce working on waste management have been working over the past 
months to develop a roadmap for AUB to move towards zero waste. The roadmap is based upon                  
2 approaches:  

 Prevention: Stopping part of the municipal solid waste from ending up in landfills by preventing               
its appearance on campus in the first place e.g. buying reusable cutlery and containers instead              
of disposable ones, buying in bulk to reduce packaging, etc...  

 Diversion or waste reduction: Preventing the rest of university waste from reaching landfills through 
recycling, composting and re-purposing projects.  

The roadmap is founded on 4 cornerstones as follows: 

The following activities have been initiated by the group as follows: 

 Ideas competition: the challenge guiding the competition is the straightforward question:  “What are 
the practical steps you would take to produce less waste in your daily life?” The competition will be 
launched in March 2016. 

 “No more Excuses” Campaign: a campus wide awareness campaign to reduce, reuse, and recycle was 
developed based on focus group meetings held with students around the campus to understand 
their perception of the waste problem and their attitudes towards reducing and recycling. 

 Faculty apartments’ initiative: a subcommittee was formed to work on raising awareness at faculty 
apartments. A survey was developed and circulated to understand behaviors towards recycling and 
waste minimization.     

 Sustainable/Green events: discussions with Communication/Events team were held to start            
organizing Green Events. A checklist for Green events was developed and discussed with the             
Communication Department.  A mechanism for rating Green Events will be launched soon. 

 Green Purchasing: initial meetings were conducted with Procurement and Contracts Administration 
Department. A plan to introduce green purchasing to major contracts will soon be pursued. 

 Waste audit: a waste audit will be launched soon in collaboration with GTS and housekeeping. It aims 
at assessing the quantities of waste generated, waste composition, and collection patterns. 

http://www.aub.edu.lb/units/natureconservation/gallery/Documents/guide_to_municipal_solid_waste_management.pdf
http://www.aub.edu.lb/units/natureconservation/gallery/Documents/guide_to_municipal_solid_waste_management.pdf
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                                                                         EHSRM in Action Latest Activities 
 

1. b. Chemicals in plastic can be 
absorbed by the body. 93% of 
Americans age 6 or older test 
positive for Bisphenol A. Some 
of the compounds found                
in plastic can alter hormones 
and have other potential 
health effects.  

2. a. Total edible food wastage 
amounts to 1.3 billion tonnes 
yearly. The direct economic 
consequences of food wastage 
is around $750 billion annually. 

3. b. Disposable nappies produce 
2.3 times more wastewater 
and 60 times more solid waste 
than washable nappies. One 
baby produces 2 tonnes              
of disposable nappies!. 

The Environmental and Chemical Safety Unit conducted lab  inspections in Chemistry; conducted chemical 
handling training for nursing, PLM staff, Biology, Nutrition and Physics students; conducted construction         
safety inspections in DTS; supervised the segregation and packing of hazardous waste by Polyeco; followed-up 
on asbestos containing vinyl tiles removal in SML; developed safety best practices for arts studios; took part    
of the AUB waste management committee working towards zero waste and started coordination with            
Purchasing and Communication Departments to start greening their activities. 

The Health Physics Services Unit followed up on the measurement of EMF exposure from three mobile            
antennas in AUB which resulted in adjustments in the power to reduce exposures in specific locations;                   
provided training to Physics students; organized a meeting for RSC; resumed the work of LSC and organized 
for a Committee meeting; performed inventory of laser equipment in OR; performed annual invoice analysis 
for the personnel dosimeters; reviewed an application for internal licensing for the use of radiation; reviewed 
three IRB research proposals;  assisted LAEC during their inspection visit to PET and blood bank; followed up 
on LAEC licenses for PET and Research; assisted in the preparation of Gallium generation in PET;                      
and supervised the renovation of iodine treatment room in AUBMC.  

The Life and Fire Safety Unit took part in coordination and site meetings and reviewed B5, B4, B3, B2 and L3 
fire alarm shop drawings, L9, L4 & B1 fire fighting shop drawings, material submittal of the CO system                  
of the ACC project; conducted site inspections and reviewed several in-house renovation projects                           
at AUB and AUBMC; reviewed the material submittals of two projects and tested the fire detection and alarm 
system in the Biology building; conducted several site inspections for several on-going projects; in the process 
of completing the annual Life and Fire Safety round of AUBMC; reviewed the safety measures of several public 
events; and conducted a Hands-on fire safety training for the PLM staff.   

The Occupational Safety Unit provided emergency preparedness training to PLM staff; surveyed critical              
areas to ensure compliance with safety policies including receiving area and emergency exits; assisted PLM 
department with CAP compliance in fume hood testing, laboratory inspection, and air quality measurements; 
and continued progress meetings with the Plant Engineering department for life and fire safety pending items 
rectification across the medical center. 

The Risk Management Unit followed up on many inquires related to injuries and incidents; and offered             
training regarding sharps safety and incidents reporting during employees’ orientation. 

The Sanitation and Biosafety Unit conducted biological spill drills at PLM; offered biosafety training  sessions 
for Nutrition and Biology students; conducted biosafety inspection visits to Agriculture and DTS laboratories; 
commissioned and tested BSCs at PLM and Campus; provided assistance in the AUB recycling project;                 
followed up regarding water fountains treatment systems;  and reviewed and commented on food                     
sale events.   
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In the spotlight Meet the Emergency Response Team (ERT) 

Answers to “Think Safe” 

 

Khaled Nasser 

Mr. Nasser became a member of AUB family in 
2011 when he joined the Physical Plant Department 
as a Carpenter. Upon the recommendations of his 
superiors for his high sense of responsibility, Khaled 
joined the ERT team in 2014. He attends to most             
of the emergency calls. 

Khaled remembers that day when he received a call for a fire alarm in Jafet 
Library: “It was an extremely hot day during the fasting time of the month 
of Ramadan and I had to run across the Campus to reach to the Library. 
Luckily, the alarm was triggered only by defective detectors. We had               
to stay 3 hours to resolve the problem though.”  

Mustafa Huraybi  

Mr. Huraybi joined AUB in 1986 as a Plumber             
in the Physical Plant Department. In 2000,                
he shifted to the position of Night Attendant in the 
same department. In the same year, he joined             
the ERT team where he prooved to be of great 
assistance in emergencies happening during night 
time.  

Amongst the incidents Mustafa cannot forget, is the fire in the Science 
and Agriculture Library. He arrived to the scene to spot a fire coming out 
of a burning AC. After a good effort from the team, the fire could be               
controlled. With great sadness, Mustafa regrets that some of the old 
books caught fire and couldn’t be saved.  

Zero Waste Champions 
Kamikatsu– a small village in Southwestern Japan 

The city used to incinerate its trash, but eventually realized how damaging it was to the                    
environment. In 2003, the city embarked on a rigorous zero-waste program. Residents in Kamikatsu 
sort their garbage into 34 separate categories of waste. The town has a store to deposit unwanted 
clothing or furniture and exchange old stuff for free items that others have dropped off. It also has 
a factory where local women make products from discarded items, like teddy bears from old          
kimonos. Now 80% of the town's garbage is recycled, reused, or composted, with the rest going               
to a landfill. The process saves the village a third of its former costs from waste incineration.                 
By 2020, Kamikatsu hopes to be completely zero-waste. 


